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Mondo guide rick steves

All young children know it's nice to share. But adult travelers also find it fun, profitable and educational. One of my favorite travel waste is to hire a local guide to show me your hometown. It seems to me that a private guide helps me make the most of my time while highlighting my
appreciation of a place. I recommend the best of these guides in my books. But I realize that not everyone can afford to hire their own guide for the day. That's why, a few years ago, I had the brainstorming to work with great guides to set up shared tours for groups of my readers, letting
good travelers divide the cost of a great tour, and giving a great guide more work. The first place I tried this was in Seville, Spain, where Concepción Delgao and I worked together to get to the perfect two-hour walking tour. Over the past few years, Rick Steves readers have been happy to
show up every morning at 10:30 (except Sundays... Conception's day off) and chip 15 each in the common hat in exchange for a top-notch tour. Thousands of my readers have taken advantage of this... and Concepción couldn't be happier. Later, I partnered with Annie Adair, an American
expat married to an Italian, in the Tuscan town of Volterra, in the Tuscan hills. We created a similar tour that allows Annie and her colleague Claudia to show Volterra's best one-hour walk for only 10 euros a head (meets on Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursday nights at 6:00 p.m., and
Wednesday mornings at 12:30). When I was in Volterra last summer, I had to see how the tour worked. I met with Claudia, as we explained in our book. It was a slow night, so we were waiting to see if Rick Steves' three travelers would show up at least. Of course, at the stroke of 6, a family
arrived for the tour... and we all enjoyed a great guided walk together. Vincenzo, an ambitious businessman based in Naples, runs Mondo Guide. For a long time I have regretted that Naples, Pompeii and the Amalfi Coast, three of the best experiences in southern Italy, were so hard to see
on their own, but so expensive to do with a private guide. Vincenzo and I devised a plan to offer shared tours, adapted to my readers, for these three itineraries. Vincenzo designed a website to facilitate login, and over the past two years, thousands of my readers have had a better (and
more profitable) experience in this part of Italy. New for 2016, Mondo has added two more shared tours for my readers: A private boat trip from Sorrento to the Island of Capri (a romantic and efficient alternative to crowded public ferries); and shore excursions carefully for cruise passengers
arriving in Naples and Salerno. In each of these cases, shared tours are a win-win-win. My readers are happy because they can split the cost of personal attention from a talented local guide. The guides are happy because more business (and, I'm told, find my readers great to work with).
And I'm happy because everyone else is happy. Helping travelers maximize their experience in Europe, while minimizing cost, is our mission. Shared tours like these are just one of the many ways we enjoy our work in Rick Steves' Europe. Happy travel! I did the mondo Amalfi coast tour at
the end of September last year, and it was a very good experience. I don't remember what we paid for, but it was an all-day trip on a small bus (or oversized van) with huge windows. There were about 8-10 of us in everything I believe in. We left Sorrento and stopped in Positano, Amalfi and
Ravello. Our guide was Patricia, who is an Irishwoman living in Italy, and she was great. I really enjoyed the tour -- there was an hour or so on our own in each city after Patricia informed us a little bit, and she told us stories of the sirens of ancient times as the driver navigated the amazing
road -- and felt it was a good alternative to a huge bus or an expensive private driver. I wouldn't hesitate to re-enroll with them. Cynthia booked the shared tours as recommended by Rick Steves. Picked up at the hotel, driven to the port and on a beautiful boat with only 12 of us - it felt like
we had our own boat! Guide Mario sailed towards Capri, with the first stop of the Blue Grotto. Time to see on the island, then Mario took us all the way around the island, stopping at all the natural grottoes and sights - even time to swim. Drinks and sandwiches. A highlight of our trip to Italy!
Enjoy your trip to the most complete CITY TOURS SHORE TRANSFERS excursions with tour tourism en route When passion and love for the country meet professionalism, competence and experience. What makes Mondo Guide one of the best Destination Management Companies to
provide tourist services in Italy is a combination of two main elements. This is the professionalism of a long-standing and well-established company and the attention of a family business, for which Mondo Guide is able to offer high quality services specifically designed to meet the different
needs of each client. With more than 40 years of experience, Mondo Guide is a destination management company specializing in travel organization, both in Italy and Europe. This includes accommodation, meeting and greeting, guided tours, shore excursions, transfers and event
arrangements. The history of our Mondo History Guide is rooted in the intuition of its founding member, Gino Pauciullo, who began his career as a Tour leader in Italy and Europe in Gino worked together with the best and best known international tour operators gaining experience and
building networks around the world. In 1972, together with other partners, Gino established GTA, the first association of tour guides in Italy. Then, in 1976, Gino, with some GTA partners, established ST Sorrento. Gino's Gino's function is to provide tour guides and tourist services not only to
ST Sorrento, but also to other international agencies, with which it had established trusting relationships over the years. In 2006, GTA was renamed Mondo Guide. Mondo Guide Today Mondo Guide is today a company specialized in destination management, capable of offering high level
services, adapted to different needs for all types of customers. The strength of Mondo Guide is in the combination of tradition and innovation. Gino's son and daughter, Vincenzo &amp; Brunella, have been based on 40 years of experience, creating a dynamic agency while remaining true to
tradition. From father to son, what lasts is the passion for tourism, which is the love for our country and the desire to welcome visitors in the best way. Needless to say, professionalism is essential in every part of our work. By choosing Mondo Guide you can be sure to find the warmth of a
family treatment along with the knowledge and professionalism of 40 years of tourist business experience. Mondo Guide is fortunate to have a team of more than 40 professional committed tour guides who constantly offer impeccable service to their customers. Our staff members have been
carefully selected based on their social and communication skills, language skills, deep knowledge of Italian/European territory and great enthusiasm for their work. Guided services are offered in English, Spanish, Portuguese, French, German, Russian and Japanese. Special interest
groups can be designed to meet everyone's needs, from youth groups to elderly and more sophisticated travelers. The limousine and private boat transportation service is available for those wishing to travel in luxury. Whatever you always need, Mondo Guide offers a service that fits you
carefully. With a deep knowledge of Italian territory, contacts throughout Europe and more than four decades of experience, Mondo Guide is a well-established company that remains a benchmark for travel consultation, not only for Italy, but also for a Greater Europe. Our products Carefully
selected hotels throughout Italy, Groups, Meetings, Incentives, Villas and Castles. Luxe vehicles for transfers and tours with professional drivers. Private yacht and jet rental, helicopter transfers and tours, exclusive opening of museums and seats reserved for special events. Official guides
in various languages and transport De Luxe in all Italian ports of call and in Europe. Scheduled and private taylor toured all over Europe. Membership Awards The Naples region has many fascinating sights and areas that are best explored a local guide. To make things easier and more
affordable for my readers, I've partnered with Naples-based Mondo Guide to coordinate shared tours. I'm not making money from this agreement; this is an experiment to see if we can do luxury of an affordable private guide for my readers. Simply register for the tour(s) you are interested in.
Mondo will do his best to gather a small group of like-minded travelers. If enough people sign up, they'll send you a confirmation; If the tour doesn't run, you'll be notified. A shared tour is a smart way to experience the sights while meeting with other Rick Steves readers. For more
information, see the latest edition of Rick Steves' Italy's guide. And if you have comments about your tour, please let me know books@ricksteves.com. Happy travel! How this form works is designed to help us assemble a group large enough for each output. Add your name and credit card
number as a promise to be there, then pay for the guide (cash only) at the beginning of the tour. Pre-registration is required, and each tour will depart only if at least six people have registered (6-19 people maximum). Select your preferred tour(s) (no booking fee). You will automatically
receive an email confirming your travel request. Once enough travelers have registered, we will send you a second email confirming the tour. We will try to send you an email at least 3 days before the tour departure. You can return to this website at any time to check how many people have
registered for your selected tour. Or you can email us (sharedtours@mondoguide.com) or call us (tel. 081-751-3290, mobile 340-460-5254) to check the status of your tour. Remember: If we don't get enough people to sign up, the tour won't go. Meet the guide or driver at the designated
meeting point and on the hour at least 10 minutes before the tour departure. You will meet your group, pay in cash (euros only) and enjoy your tour! If you need to cancel: As these are shared tours that depend on the participation of people who have registered, please help us (and your
travel companions) by cancelling as soon as possible, and no later than 3 days before the tour date or you will be billed. To cancel please send us an email. For help and information, write to sharedtours@mondoguide.com, please call 0039 338 584 17 95 When accessing, browsing and
using our website or any of our applications through any platform (hereinafter, the website) and/or completing a booking, you acknowledge and agree to have read, understood and agree to the terms and conditions following 1. THE AGREEMENT By making a reservation with our Company,
you agree on your behalf and all those named on the booking, including minors and persons under a disability, to be bound by these Terms and A reservation is accepted and becomes final only from the date our Company sends a confirmation email. It is at this point that a contract
between our Company and the Client enters into force. These Terms and Conditions shall constitute the entire agreement between our Company and Customer relating to the subject matter hereby, and shall constitute a binding agreement. There is no verbal or written; representation,
warranty, prior agreement or description of the services, except as expressed herein. The service to be provided is/ are the tours mentioned in the booking confirmation. 2. PAYMENT /ACCEPTANCE OF RESERVATION /CREDIT CARD The Company must confirm the acceptance of the
Customer's reservation in writing. Payment for the tour must be made in cash at the beginning of each service that the customer has booked. Please note that the customer's credit card details are only required to make the reservation. There will be no charges on the customer's credit card,
as our company only needs it to confirm the reservation. In case the card expires before the date of service the customer must contact our company with a new valid card. 3. CANCELLATION OF A CUSTOMER TOUR Any request for cancellation by a Client must be made in writing and
recognized in writing by the Company. The date the Company receives the cancellation request will determine the applicable cancellation charges. Cancellation of Tours : Cancellation fees are expressed below as a percentage of the total price of the tour. 1) Cancellation 3 days or more
before services: 0% of the cost of the services booked. 2) Cancellation less than 3 days before the services 100% of the cost of the reserved services will be charged by the company. 4. IN CASE OF ROUGH SEA CONDITIONS, ARE TOURS CANCELED AND I AM BILLED? If you are
hosting on a cruise, which due to rough seas does not arrive at port or you are late, you are not responsible. If it is not possible to reach your booked destination, alternative services are organized or you will not be billed. 5. COMPANY POLICIES It is against the company's policy that our
drivers suggest or take customers to any specific store or restaurant. 6. CLAIMS If a Client has a complaint against the Company, the Client must first inform the company as soon as possible to allow the complaint to be rectified prior to any public display of the matter. 7.TIPPING Tipping is
not included in our service rates, It is never mandatory, although it is always appreciated. We believe that if guests have been happy with their service, the guide, assistant and driver should receive advice as a sign of appreciation. Standard tips in Europe run between 10% 25% depending
on the service received. × By accessing, browsing and using our website or any of our applications through any platform (hereinafter collectively referred to as the Website) and/or completing a booking, you acknowledge and agree to have read, understood and accept the conditions
following 1. THE AGREEMENT By making a reservation with our Company, you agree on your behalf and all those named on the booking, including minors and persons under a disability, disability, Terms and Conditions. A reservation is accepted and becomes final only from the date our
Company sends a confirmation email. It is at this point that a contract between our Company and the Client enters into force. These Terms and Conditions shall constitute the entire agreement between our Company and the Customer in connection with the subject matter hereby and shall
constitute a binding agreement. There is no verbal or written; representation, warranty, prior agreement or description of the services, except as expressed herein. The service to be provided is/ are the tours mentioned in the booking confirmation. 2. PAYMENT /ACCEPTANCE OF
RESERVATION /CREDIT CARD The Company must confirm the acceptance of the Customer's reservation in writing. Payment for the tour must be made in cash at the beginning of each service that the customer has booked. Please note that the customer's credit card details are only
required to make the reservation. There will be no charges on the customer's credit card, as our company only needs it to confirm the reservation. In case the card expires before the date of service the customer must contact our company with a new valid card. 3. CANCELLATION OF A
CUSTOMER TOUR Any request for cancellation by a Client must be made in writing and recognized in writing by the Company. The date the Company receives the cancellation request will determine the applicable cancellation charges. Cancellation of Tours : Cancellation fees are
expressed below as a percentage of the total price of the tour. 1) Cancellation 4 days or more before services: 0% of the cost of the services booked. 2) Cancellation less than 4 days before the services 100% of the cost of the reserved services will be charged by the company. 4. IN CASE
OF ROUGH SEA CONDITIONS, ARE TOURS CANCELED AND I AM BILLED? If you are hosting on a cruise, which due to rough seas does not arrive at port or you are late, you are not responsible. If it is not possible to reach your booked destination, alternative services are organized or
you will not be billed. 5. COMPANY POLICIES It is against the company's policy that our drivers suggest or take customers to any specific store or restaurant. 6. CLAIMS If a Client has a complaint against the Company, the Client must first inform the company as soon as possible to allow
the complaint to be rectified prior to any public display of the matter. 7.TIPPING Tipping is not included in our service rates, It is never mandatory, although it is always appreciated. We believe that if guests have been happy with their service, the guide, assistant and driver should receive
advice as a sign of appreciation. Tips in Europe they run between 10% 25% depending on the service received. × × ×
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